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Abstract—There is a global hype in the development of digital
healthcare infrastructure to cater the massive elderly population
and infectious diseases. The digital facilitation is expected to ensure
the patient privacy, scalability, and data integrity on the sensitive
life critical healthcare data, while aligning to the global healthcare
data protection standards. The patient data sharing to third parties
such as research institutions and universities is also concerned as a
significant contribution to the society to sharpen the research and
investigations. The emergence of 5G communication technologies
eradicates the borders between patients, hospital and other insti-
tutions with high end service standards. In patients’ perspective,
healthcare service delivery through the digital medium is beneficial
in terms of time, costs, and risks. In this paper, we propose a
novel Multi-access Edge Computing(MEC) and blockchain based
service architecture utilizing the lightweight ECQV (Elliptic Curve
Qu-Vanstone) certificates for the realtime data privacy, integrity,
and authentication between IoT, MEC, and cloud. We further
attached storage offloading capability to the blockchain to ensure
scalability with a massive number of connected medical devices
to the cloud. We introduced a rewarding scheme to the patients
and hospitals through the blockchain to encourage data sharing.
The access control is handled through the smart contracts. We
evaluated the proposed system in a near realistic implementation
using Hyperledger Fabric blockchain platform with Raspberry Pi
devices to simulate the activity of the medical sensors.

Index Terms—Elliptic Curve Cryptography, Elliptic Curve Qu
Vanstone Certificates, Blockchain, Smart Contracts, 5G, IoT

I. INTRODUCTION

The classical healthcare systems require patients to admit the
hospitals and connect to the biomedical equipment including
oxygen sensors, blood pressure meters, glucose sensors and
so on. However, the classical procedures are challenging to
cope with extensive demands of healthcare, which is a vital
consideration due to the increase of elderly population as well
as an events such as global pandemics. Presently, the global
interest towards the Telehealth techniques is accelerated with the
COVID-19 pandemic. Furthermore, the pandemic situation re-
stricts the utilization of healthcare resources to minimize the risk
of spreading diseases. A certain amount of the patients, who do
not require a robust medical intervention can be connected to the
hospitals for monitoring and remote treatments. Elderly people
and post-treatment monitoring are potential patient categories.

It reduces risk, improves the patient’s comfort and satisfaction
with eventually cutting the costs.

Telehealth systems [1] include among others the application
of robotics to deliver medicines, monitoring of patients and
offering remote consultation of the patients. It can seamlessly
connect patients with medical professionals including nurses,
general practitioners, and consultants through the Internet while
are patients in their homes.

The 5G and MEC are identified as prominent technologies to
leverage future telehealth systems by satisfying above require-
ments. The 5G network ecosystem provides seamless connectiv-
ity between medical sensors, actuators and the cloud with ultra
high speed and extensive bandwidth support. Furthermore, the
high reliable high quality video streaming for patient screening
and Augmented Reality (AR) assisted consultation are can be
provided by utilizing 5G MEC technologies [2]. Connectivity
with the MEC elevates the service capabilities of connected
IoT (Internet of Things) nodes with offloading some resource
intensive computations to MEC nodes.

To realize this setup, we propose a novel MEC and blockchain
based secure telehealth system using lightweight Elliptic Curve
Qu Vanstone (ECQV) certificates [3] and symmetric keys which
connects IoT nodes with the cloud using MEC nodes. The
solution utilizes blockchain-based smart contracts in the key
establishment, data access and data sharing processes. The
blockchain storage is extended with the IPFS (InterPlanetary
File System) to reduce blockchain storage growth to support
the massive number of connective nodes. The access control to
the patients’ data and the rewarding scheme for the hospitals
and patients for data sharing are handled through the smart
contracts. We evaluated the proposed system with a prototype
implementation by using Hyperledger blockchain platform.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents a background on Telehealth systems and 5G. Section
III presents the proposed architecture. Security of the proposed
system is analysed in Section IV. Section V presents the
prototype implementation and experimental results. Finally, the
Section VI concludes the paper.



II. BACKGROUND

A. Telehealth systems

The telehealth is defined as a technique which delivers med-
ical services, such as clinical consultation, patient monitoring,
and remote treatment over the digital infrastructure. The key
distinguishing parties in classical telehealth systems are the
patients, interfaced with the digital medium, and the hospitals
which operate the system and data storage, typically hosted in
cloud computing infrastructure. The telecommunication services
are provided by a third party and the data is stored in the cloud.
Hence, there are many security considerations for the data in
transit and the data stored in the cloud in terms of privacy,
integrity and compliance with standards.

1) Benefits of telehealth systems: The telehealth systems
enable seamless connectivity with the patients and consultants
beyond frontiers with various types of healthcare service de-
livery. Through the realtime connected telehealth systems, the
healthcare response is achievable with minimal time and the
healthcare professionals are not unnecessarily exposed to the
patients.

2) Key requirements of the telehealth systems:
a) Data security: The data security is a vital concern in

telehealth systems and the data security mechanisms must be
aligned with ultra low latency requirements and computational
resource restrictions associated with the lightweight computing
nodes operating in the telehealth domain along with the compli-
ance standards such as Health Insurance Portability and Privacy
Act (HIPAA).

b) Authentication and access control: Authentication and
access control in telehealth systems should be applicable to
the data and services. The data authentication ensures the
data in transit is not being tampered and the service access
control ensures that the services consumed by the patients are
aligned with their subscription plans. However, the importance
of authentication is vital since the data exchanged is life critical
and the tampering of data could lead the human life at risk.

c) High-end connectivity: The primary anticipations of the
connectivity include ultra-low latency with higher bandwidth.
Furthermore, the limited and customized operational require-
ments also exist.

d) Data sharing capability: The data sharing capability
is a vital requirement and the privacy must be balanced in-
between the applications since the privacy violations will deviate
the systems with compliance standards. The shared data will be
used in improving accuracy of the future research conducted in
disease control.

B. 5G for Telehealth

The 5G communication technologies facilitate to leverage the
healthcare context by the distinguishing advancements compared
to the previous communication infrastructure. The high through-
put, extremely low latency and a vast array of customized
techniques including micro operators have potential to expand
the usability towards diverse use cases.

The IoT initiatives in the healthcare are widespread in differ-
ent avenues including treatments in the infectious diseases and
adult care, monitoring and remote treatments with 5G connected
sensors and actuators.

The MEC based architecture is fostered in different applica-
tion contexts since the edge computing infrastructure shrinks the
gap of cloud-quality computation in contrast with the cloud.

C. Related works

Most of the communications in the telehealth context are
performed in a wireless medium, open for a wide range of
attackers, the inclusion of sufficient security mechanisms should
be guaranteed [4]. In particular, authentication of legitimate IoT
devices is very important in the telehealth applications. The
advantages of including blockchain in healthcare are discussed
in [5]. Xiong et al. [6] highlighted the significance of integrating
edge computing nodes for offloading computational resource
intensive tasks in the blockchain networks.

Theodouli et al. [7] presented a blockchain based architecture
for healthcare data sharing and access permission handling
utilizing the smart contracts. Chen et. al [8] presented edge and
cognitive computing based healthcare system which monitors
and analyzes the physical health of smart clothing users. Pace
et al. [9] proposed BodyEdge, which is an edge based novel
architecture for human-centric applications in the healthcare
industry 4.0. Wang and Zhang [10] proposed homomorphic
encryption based data division scheme on the data generated
by wireless sensor nodes.

III. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

We propose an IoT-MEC-Cloud based architecture as illus-
trated in Figure 1, linked to the blockchain and Inter Planetary
File System (IPFS) to achieve end to end security, scalable data
storage, high throughput, and efficient operational capability in
the resource restricted computational infrastructure. We utilize
the lightweight ECQV certificate based mechanisms to ensure
the lightweight cryptographic overheads in the operations.

In the proposed system, we envision seven parties: patient,
hospital, device, MEC node, blockchain service layer (BSL),
cloud server and trusted third party (TTP). The BSL can be
seen as a trusted security utility application, which separates
some services from the off-chain invocation. Note that we will
further assume that the hospital is responsible for the correct
access control to the doctor(s) related to it.

The following nine main phases in the system are distin-
guished and are illustrated on Figure 2.

1) System initialization: Without loss of generality, we
can assume the existence of one TTP , who decides on
the EC, generator G, hash function H(), symmetric key
encryption function EK(.) with symmetric key K, and
chooses a random value dTTP as private key. The param-
eters EC,G,QTTP , H(.), EK(.) with public key of TTP,
QTTP = dTTPG, are publicly available.



Fig. 1: The System Architecture
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Fig. 2: The message flow

The MEC nodes with identity IDm obtain a private and
public key pair (dm, Qm) through ECQV from the TTP
with Qm = H(IDm, Qm) +QTTP .

2) Registration phase of patient, hospital and de-
vice: In this phase, the patient and hospital first ob-
tain a private-public key pair (IDp, Qp) and (IDh, Qh)
through ECQV via the TTP. The hospital publishes
on the BC its identity, public key, time of registra-
tion, and certificate (IDh, Qh, Th, Certh) with Qh =
H(IDh, Th, Certh)Certh+QTTP invoking the smart con-
tract via blockchain API.
The patient publishes on the BC its identity, identity of the
hospital to who (s)he trusts his/her data, public key, time of
registration, and certificate IDp, IDh, Qp, Td, Certp with
Qp = H(IDp, IDh, Tp, Certp)Certp +QTTP .
Next, a joint public key pair (dj , Qj) for patient and
hospital is constructed. For that, using the public key based
mechanisms to establish a secret channel, the random num-
bers r1, r2, selected by patient and hospital respectively,
are securely shared among them in order to derive the new
private key dj and corresponding public key Qj = djG.

This joint public key is added to the BC related information
of the patient.
Also the devices going to monitor the patient will
be registered by the hospital on the BC at time
Td. Therefore, the device receives a private-public key
pair (IDd, Qd) with certificate Certd where Qd =
H(IDd, IDp, IDh, Qj , Td, Certd)Certd +QTTP through
ECQV via the TTP. On the BC, the information
IDd, IDp, Qd, Td, Certd, Qj is published.

3) Key establishment between IoT and MEC node: The
IoT device sends a request message containing the signed
message {IDd, Rd}dd of its identity IDd and random value
Rd = rdG. Upon arrival of this message, the MEC node
verifies the existence of IDd on the BC, and looks up its
corresponding public key Qd and identifiers IDp, IDh, Qj .
It verifies also on the BC if the patient has IDh as its
preferred hospital and corresponding joint public key Qj .
If then also the signature is correct, it verifies in its local
database if an analysis of IDp is already ongoing. If so, it
adds the current request to this analysis with identifier IDa.
If not, it creates a new analysis identifier IDa. Next, the
response containing (IDm, Certm, Rm, H(Kdm)) with
Kdm = (rm + dmH(Rd, Rm))(Rd + H(Rm, Rd)Qd) is
sent to the IoT node and IDd,Kdm, Qj is securely stored
in the database, containing the information related to IDa.
Based on the received response, the IoT device can first
compute with ECQV the public key Qm and verify the
correctness of the hash by also computing the secret session
key Kdm = (rd + ddH(Rm, Rd))(Rm +H(Rd, Rm)Qm).
If so, both are mutually authenticated and share the same
session key Kdm, which is due to construction, secure for
perfect forward secrecy and session information leakage
attacks.

4) IoT-Cloud data sharing operation: Using the session key
Kdm, all data M from the IoT node can now be securely
sent to the MEC node as (IDd, EKdm

(M)).
The MEC node first checks the existence of IDd in its
database to find the session key and the corresponding



analysis IDa to which it belongs. Based on that info, it can
decrypt the message and use it for the complete analysis
profile of the patient.

5) Active patient cloud update: After a fixed period, the
different aggregated analyses of all IDa are sent to the
BSL for publication on the BC. For each analysis, it
computes a random point Ra = raG and Diffie Hell-
man key Ka = raQj with the corresponding hospital
and patient (using the joint public key). This key is
used to encrypt the analysis data Ma, to obtain Ca =
EKa(Ma). Next, the message is signed by sa = ra −
hadm with ha = H(IDm, IDp, Ra, Ca). The message
IDm, (IDp, Ca, Ra, sa)a is sent to the BSL.
Upon arrival of all these messages, coming from dif-
ferent MEC nodes, the BSL combines the messages
of each MEC and performs an aggregated signature
verification by computing (

∑
a sa)G =

∑
aRa −

(
∑
aH(IDm, IDp, Ra, Ca))Qm. If it is correct, the au-

thentication of all messages related to the same MEC is
verified at once and each message (IDp, Ca, Ra, sa) is
stored in the global database, together with a link on the
BC by invoking the smart contracts.

6) Active patient information retrieval: The doctor and
patient are now able to retrieve at any moment the data re-
lated to the patient by taking the records (IDp, Ca, Ra, sa)
stored in the cloud server and computing K = djRa to
obtain Ma = DKa

(Ca). The access query is validated by
the smart contracts.

7) Data sharing activation: When the patient-hospital rela-
tionship has been detached, for instance, 3 months after
discharging, the patient data will be transformed to a
shareable state by revoking the previously joint key pair
within the system. Patient data will be decrypted and re-
encrypted with a new random generated session key. This
session key is shared with the patient by encrypting it with
the patient’s public key.

8) Data sharing with third party: When the third party needs
to get the patient’s data, the hospital will be contacted and
the hospital triggers the patient about the request. When the
patient accepts the sharing request, the patient shares the
session key and the data can be decrypted. The data will be
shared in plain form without revealing the patient’s identity
to the third party. The key recycling policy is established in
the smart contract, for instance by expiring the session key
after 1 month or recycle the key after single data sharing
operation. Each key expiry will require encryption of the
data again from the newly generated session key.

9) Access revocation: Suppose the patient wants to change its
preferred hospital, then it registers again with the TTP and
receives a new private-public key pair, containing the new
hospital identifier in its calculation of the public key. It need
to create a new joint key and also all devices used by the
patient need to renew their certificate. Via a smart contract,
the MEC node is made aware of an update of hospital and

all ongoing analyses with IDp involved, change the stored
joint public key to which the patient is linked. The smart
contract is invoked to flag the access revocation on data.

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS

The required security features of the proposed system are
obtained using well established and secure building blocks like
ECQV, Shnorr signature and Diffie Hellman (DH) key, who
rely on the security of the ECDLP (Elliptic Curve Discrete
Logarithm problem) and ECDHP (Elliptic Curve Diffie Hellman
problem). A focus on the security features is as follows.

1) Authentication: The authentication of IoT nodes, MEC
nodes and cloud is guaranteed by the usage of the Schnorr
signature in each message. Through the signature verification,
the exchanged messages are secured against impersonations and
man-in-the-middle attacks since forging the messages is difficult
according to hardness of the ECDLP.

2) Integrity: The integrity is obtained in the same way as
the authenticity since the signature is generated on the complete
content of the message by means of a hash operation satisfying
protection against collisions, pre-image and second pre-image
attacks. Consequently, signatures cannot be forged by any other
party.

3) Confidentiality: Thanks to the key establishment between
IoT node and MEC node, the data sent from IoT to the MEC
is encrypted using the symmetric encryption algorithm such as
AES-256. The aggregated data is sent from MEC to cloud,
encrypted by means of Diffie Hellman key which is constructed
using the joint public key of hospital and patient.

4) Anonymity in shared patient data: The patient data is
accessible to the third parties after expiring the continuation
of the patient with the hospital, for instance 3 months after dis-
charging from the treatments. However, the patient and hospital
will be assigned with a new joint key pair and the patients are
only mapped in the hospital for the older data to trigger access
requests and reward them for the data sharing. The patient’s data
is migrated to a shareable storage upon permission of the patient
through the hospital and no patient identity will be revealed.

5) Access control: The access control to the patient data is
enforced with smart contracts. The patient contains ownership
of the data and the access to the data is granted to the attached
hospital, using the joint key pair, by default in the treatment
process. The access of the hospital is revoked automatically
using the smart contracts after a predefined period of time
when the patient is detached from the treatment. The patient
needs to authorize data access after the data converted into a
shareable state. The data shared anonymously with the other
organizations and the patient and hospital will be rewarded
for the number of access attempts and volume of the shared
data. The evaluation of the reward is performed through the
smart contracts, which handle the access control operation. The
explicit access revocation operation is also handled through the
invocation of the smart contract.



Fig. 3: The implementation setup

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A. Experimental setup
The computing infrastructure utilized for the implementation

consists of a few virtual Machines(VM) and one host machine.
The virtual machine operates Ubuntu 18.10 64 bit with 13.2GB
RAM and single core allocation. The host machine consists of
Intel(R) Core i5 -8250 CPU with four cores and eight logical
processors. Figure 3 provides an overview of the implementation
setup. The proposed architecture integrates the MEC computing
module as an intermediary to establish the connectivity between
IoT nodes and the cloud. The IoT-MEC connectivity is estab-
lished in the implementation with Message Queuing Teleme-
try Transport (MQTT) and Constrained Application Protocol
(CoAP) protocols, which are widely used application protocols
in the IoT context. We used Raspberry Pi as IoT nodes which
represent the medical sensors and actuators in the experimental
evaluation.

The experimental environment with Hyperledger Fabric
blockchain platform, is connected to the Inter Planetary File
System (IPFS) as the extension of storage. The Hyperledger
Fabric blockchain platform is connected to the MEC nodes and
cloud service via REST API connectivity to submit and retrieve
transactions. The IPFS is connected to the smart contracts via
REST API in order to store the objects in the distributed storage.
The smart contracts are deployed in the Hyperledger blockchain
to operate on different steps of intervention of the blockchain.
The blockchain service is connected to the BSL which is being
invoked by the smart contract via REST API to offload a few
cryptographic transactions.

B. Transaction generation
A near realistic transaction generation implemented by mak-

ing the transactions follow a Poisson arrival with defined mean
values corresponding to the transactions per second (tps). The
rate parameter λ is defined for the generated tps.

The simulation of transaction traffic is performed by the
multi-threaded software codes. The rate parameter is config-
urable when the test is conducted. The transaction generation
follows a Poisson distribution with rate parameter λ and the
probability of observing k events in the time period is denoted
as

P (X = k) =
e−λλk

k!

The average of the measuring parameter R for N requests
triggered on each λ is denoted as

R̄ =
1

N

N∑
i=1

Ri

C. Experiment
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1) IoT Device/Hospital/Patient registration delay: The regis-
tration process corresponding to IoT device, hospital, and patient
registration processes are the same in terms of interaction.
Through the MEC based architecture we facilitated MQTT and
CoAP IoT protocols. We observed that, there is a performance
bottleneck which hinders the scalability due to the smart contract
invocation as illustrated in Figure 4. However, the blockchain
service scalability is feasible with different specialized ap-
proaches. The healthcare use cases usually do not expect to
perform a higher number of registrations in realtime.
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2) IoT to Cloud Data Upload delay: We evaluated the IoT-
Cloud data upload latency over the MEC connectivity. Previ-
ously we observed that MQTT is better in terms of latency
and therefore we run this experiment through MQTT. We used
to publish the data from the IoT nodes into different topics
while the subscribing cloud listens to each and every topic with
individual thread assigned for processing. The results prove as
in Figure 5, that even in 1000 transaction per second, the latency



does not increase drastically indicating the performance optimal
design of the proposed architecture.
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3) Scalability Analysis Storage utilization in Blockchain :
We offload the storage overheads to a manageable distributed
storage to improve the scalability of solution. We focused the
storage utilization of the Hyperledger fabric blockchain by
retrieving the growth of the actual ledger using CouchDB ad-
ministration tools in Hyperledger. In the evaluation, we observed
that around 4MB is utilized for dynamic registration of 5000
objects which is relatively low and makes the system scalable
with minimal storage overhead. The results are displayed in
Figure 6.

D. Comparison with Related Work

TABLE I: Features Comparison with Key Related Works

Features
[7] [8] [9] [11] [12]

Proposal

ECQV certificates No No No No No Yes
Remote patient con-
nectivity

No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Scalable storage No No No No No Yes
Patient anonymity Yes No No No Yes Yes
Operating on realtime
data

No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Decentralization Yes No No Yes Yes Yes
Data sharing rewarding No No No No No Yes
Blockchain fees N/A No N/A No No No

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A global interest towards telehealth systems surged with the
pandemics to keep the patients home and connect to the hospital
persistently on the treatment process. The growth of global
elderly population is also a significant reason for the researchers
to investigate on the telehealth systems in depth. We proposed
a MEC and blockchain based secure service architecture which
provides data privacy, integrity, authentication, and anonymous
data sharing capability for the future research using lightweight
ECQV mechanisms. We compared our work with a few existing
solutions in Table I We incorporated the smart contracts to exe-
cute different actions of the proposed systems such as signature
verification, access revocation and so on. We performed a near

realistic performance evaluation and validated that our system
can tolerate high transaction volumes through the MEC nodes,
with minimal latency. Furthermore, we optimized the blockchain
storage by offloading to the IPFS storage which is extensible.
Overall, our solution was designed targeting the lightweight
computing nodes and we observed the benefits for performance
in the evaluation.

We expect to develop the proposed system towards more scal-
ability by evaluating with other blockchain platform. We further
expect to enable on-chain secure multi-party computations on
the healthcare data.
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